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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the Hepburn system for Romanizing Japanese

is almost universally accepted, and the Wade-Giles system

for Romanizing Chinese is used by most English-speaking

people, no standard Romanization has been adopted for

Korean. This lack has been a handicap to the scholarly

study of Korea. For this reason Occidental residents in

Korea and native philologists have supported us in our

effort to supply this need. These scholars have given us

invaluable assistance in carrying out the phonetic studies

necessary for the construction of this system.

^

The lack of a generally accepted system of Romanization

has lead to great diversity and many inconsistencies in the

Romanization employed by Occidental scholars writing about

Korea. These variations have caused little difficulty to

scholars in Korea, who are familiar with the names and

terms Romanized, especially when Chinese characters and

the native Korean script (dnmuv W^jC) are given with the

Romanization ; but for the scholarly world at large, where a

knowledge of either written or spoken Korean, or even of

Chinese characters cannot be presupposed, the amazing

differences in the Romanization of the same name or word

by different scholars, and sometimes by the same man, can

only lead to confusion and error.

1 It is impossible to mention all those who have aided us in the pre-

paration of this Romanization. First we should acknowledge encouragement
received from the Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society and from Dr.
Horace H. Underwood, President of Chosen Christian College and the author
of An Enqlish-Korean Dictionary (Soul, 1925) and other works on Korea,
who has given us advice on difficult problems. Mr. A. A. Pieters, who r6»

vised and edited the 1931 edition of Gale’s dictionary, likewise gave us mu^h'
useful aid. We are especially indebted to the excellent Korean phoneticians,

Professors fihoi Hyon Pai (Ch’oe Hyonbae ^ ^ ^ Juog Insub (Chong
Insop ^ ®J -y) and Gim Shon Gi (Kim Son’gi y -y >1 ) all of

Chosen Christian College (5Ei1il^n^h?) for valuable assistance. We also

wish to express our sincere thanks to Professor Haguenauer of Paris, who
has painstakingly examined and criticized early drafts of this paper and
generously given us numberless suggestions. Also we are indebted to

Professor Elisseeff of Harvard for suggestions and advice.
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However necessary it may be, the actual task of devising

a suitable system of Romanization is an extremely difficult

one, for the Korean language has a very complex phonetic

structure. In spite of this, the task is by no means impossi-

ble, as many have supposed, for a surprising degree of

exactness can be attained by the use of the Latin alphabet.

The Japanese authority, Mr. Ogura, cites no less than

twenty-seven systems employed in Romanizing Korean, and

his list is by no means complete.^ Of these, however, only

the system originated by the French missionaries, the

German system of Eckardt, and that of Gale in the Korean-

English Dictionary^ have received any very wide acceptance

in the past ; but not one of these is adequate or complete.

The French system, as that of the French missionaries is

called in Korea, has many good points ; but in a country like

Korea, where even more than in China or Japan, the

Occidental population is almost entirely English-speaking

and English is the “international language”, the French

system of Romanization, based as it is on the French pronun-

ciation of the Latin alphabet, is not acceptable for use by

English-speaking people or by the scholarly world as a whole.

Furthermore, this system does not take into consideration

the vital problem of euphonic changes, and treats the dnmun
vowel digraphs most inadequately. Eckardt’s system is in

some respects better than the French, but that, too, is

inadequate on many points, and, as presented, is too con-

fusing for use by one not thoroughly acquainted with the

Korean language. Gale’s system has been adopted by the

1 Ogura Shimpei : Otnmun no Romaji Hyokiho fSilo a —

r

(A System of Romanizing Onmun) in Oda Sensei Shoju Kinen
Chosen Keijo, 1934, pp 85141.

2 French: Dictionaire Coreen-Franfais, Yokohama, 1S81. Much the

same is to be found in M. C. Imbault-Huart, Manuel de la langue coreenne

parlee a I’usage des Franfais. Paris, 1889.

German: P. A. Eckardt, Koreanische Konversations-Grammatik,
Leipzig, 1923.

English: J. S. Gale, A Korean 'English Dictionary, Soul, 1897. 3rd,

rev. ed., 1931. Ed., A. A. Pieters.
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Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, but, unfortunately, is

quite incomplete, and in a few places is even misleading.

In recent years certain scholars have proposed various

systems for transcribing the Korean language with consi-

derable phonetic exactness, but since these systems introduce

various phonetic symbols not familiar to the average person, ^

there is little possibility that they will ever by used for

more than philological and phonetic research. Consequently,

they do not meet the need for a system of Romanization for

general use in scholarly work of a non-philological nature.

Some have argued in favor of the use of the Japanese or

Chinese Romanizations for Korean proper names and words

written in Chinese characters. As Japanese is now the

official language of the land, the use of Japanese Romani-

zations for certain modern proper names is probably quite

justifiable, but despite the fact that most of the scholarly

works and reference books on Korean are now appearing in

Japanese, few Occidental scholars will feel it wise to ignore

the existence of the Korean language. Furthermore, in

native Korean words, the use of a Japanese reading is

patently impossible. Although the Korean reading of

Chinese characters is on the whole quite close to the original

Chinese, the use of the Chinese reading in place of the

Korean is no more justifiable than is the use of the Japanese

reading. Despite these facts, many of the works published

outside of Korea in the past have used at least in part either

the Japanese or the Chinese pronunciation in place of the

Korean.

A few words should be said about the Korean language

and its writing. Korean is a polysyllabic agglutinative

1. Examples are o, 0, a, and s, which are used by Haguenauer in his

excellent article, “Systeme de transcription de I’alphabet coreen,” Journal
Asiatique, ccxxii, (1933), pp. 145-161. Such symbols are scientifically more
exact than the letters of the Latin alphabet in representing certain sounds

;

and we urge the use of a such scientific systems of transcription for

phonetic and philological studies; but for practical reasons phonetic symbols
can not be admitted into a system of Romanization for general use.
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language, bearing close resemblance in structure and gram-

mar to the Altaic languages and to Japanese, but not to

Chinese. The vocabulary is composed primarily of words of

two types, native words and Sino-Korean words. The latter

are either borrowed words from the Chinese, but pronounced

in the Korean manner, or are new words coined in Korea
from Chinese characters. Recently many words of Japanese

and Western origin have been added.

In writing the language a mixed script is usually employ-

ed. Chinese characters ihancha are used for writing

the Sino-Korean words, and dnmun, the native alphabet, is

used for spelling purely Korean words and grammatical

elements. In the past, men of learning avoided the use

of dtimun as far as possible because they considered it to be

too vulgar for the educated ; and Korean literature until

very recent times was written almost exclusively in a modi-

fied form of literary Chinese {hanmun However, ex-

cept for some minor differences, there are standard dnmun
spellings for all Chinese characters, and these are readily

found in any character (hancha) dictionary of Korean. ‘

Thus, Sino-Korean words as well as native Korean words can

be written in dnmun, just as both Sino-Japanese words and

native Japanese words can be written in kana.

Like all alphabets, dnmun is not a perfect phonetic

medium, but it represents the pronunciation of the Korean

language with considerable exactness. Although invented

and first employed in the fifteenth century, not until recently

has it come into general use among the educated classes.

The dnmun spellings of Sino-Korean words has been rather

1 Throughout this article the spelling found in Gale’s dictionary has

been used for the ornnun illustrations except where otherwise noted. The
Government-General of Korea has published a Korean-Japanese dictionary,

Chdienqo Jiten 1st ed„ Keijo 1920. The latter in Korea is

generally considered to be the standard general dictionary, but the dnmun
spelling in both this and Gale’s dictionary is usually the same. The best

purely character dictionary is the Sin Chajdn ^^44 (The New Dictionary)

Soul, 1915 (5th ed. 1928) by the outstanding Korean scholar, Ch’oe Namson
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definitely determined in the past, but the spelling of native

Korean words has never been standardized, and the diction-

aries, which have appeared, from time to time, have altered

the spelling to conform to the changes in pronunciation

resulting from the natural evolution of the spoken language.

In some respects this lack of standardization is confusing,

but the basically phonetic character of the 6nmun spellings

has reduced considerably the number of obsolete spellings

and radical inconsistencies between the present standard

orthography and the pronunciation of Korean words.

Therefore, as in the case of the Japanese kana, dnmun
provides the natural and easiest point of departure for any

system of Romanization. Our system, like all other Korean
Romanization systems, takes the dnmun as the basis for its

approach to the problem.

A short description of the formation of words by the

dnmun letters will help those unfamiliar with them to under-

stand the problem and follow the examples given in this

article. The language is polysyllabic, but the dnmun letters

are written together as syllables, probably because of the

influence of Chinese ideographs. The individual dnmun
letter, however, has a phonetic value and independent form

roughly equivalent to those of a letter of the Latin alphabet.

The word hanmun mentioned above may be used as an ex-

ample. The first syllable it {han), is composed of three

symbols, the initial consonant "s {h), the vowel 1- (a) and

the consonant (n), The second syllable is also composed

of three symbols, the consonant o (m), the vowel T (u)

and the consonant i- (n), which together form the syllable

^ (mun). The two syllables are pronounced together as the

single word, hanmun.

The variation found in the dnmun spelling is one factor

which has made the devising of a Romanization system

especially difficult. Recently two Korean philological societies

have been revising and standardizing the spelling, and now
most publications in the Korean language are employing the
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majority of the corrections urged by one or the other of these

two societies.^ The existence of these different spellings, old

and new, has increased the demand for a better organized

system of Romanization than has hitherto existed. If con-

fusion is to be avoided, a system must be devised which, by
certain clear rules, reduces as far as possible all variant

dnmun spellings to the same Romanization, as is done in the

case of the much simpler problem in Japanese of reducing

(shi-ya-u), 3 ^ (shi-yo-u), and -fe t' {se-u) all to

simple sho. This ideal in Korean is not always actually

possible of achievement, but in the vast majority of cases

it can be attained, although hitherto the systems of Romani-

zation for the most part have not faced the problem. ^

1 These two societies have set up rival systems of onmun spelling.

The older of the two societies, the Choson Ohakhoe 5.4 “Itl tT,

calls itself in English the Korean Language Research Society, and its system
of spelling has been named the Hnn’guL or Unified System. The Cho-
son ohak Yon’guhoe calls its system the
Chdngum iEW' ^ -Sr, the name by which dnmvn was first designated. The
differences between these two systems do not affect to any appreciable degree
our Romanization. To illustrate the new spelling we have chosen examples
from the Unified System, the general principles of which are to be found in

a publication of the Korean Language Research Society called Han'gul
mach’um-pdp t’ongiran ^ 4 (Rules for the Unification of

Spelling to Conform to the Unified System), Soul, 1933, 6th ed., 1937. A
list of native Korean words spelled according to this system, Chosdnd p'yo-
junmal mourn S.i'^ S--%- (A Compilation of Korean Words with their

Standard Spelling), 2nd ed. Soul, 1937, has also been published by the
society. It contains an elaborate index and indicates the variant spellings

and pronunciations of each word. At present the society is compiling a

complete Korean dictionary including all native and Sino-Korean words and
phrases.

2 Many of the variations in the onmun spelling of Korean words are

the result of dialectical differences. No system can reduce these differences

to the same Romanization, for they represent different pronunciations, and
therefore all one can do is to decide which dictionaries spell according to

the standard pronunciation, and Romanize accordingly. However, the

greatest differences in onmun spelling have been brought about by phonetic
evolution which has resulted m a plurality of spellings for the same sound
in modern Korean. It has been one of our chief aims to devise rules by
which these variant spellings can be Romanized alike, just as they are pro-

nounced alike.

Below are some examples to show how different dnmun spellings result

in different Romanizations in some of the older systems. It will be noted

that the Romanization of our system, given in the last column, is in all

cases the same, as it should be in any really adequate system. The first

illustration is a native Korean word, while all the others are Sino-Korean
words.
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The need for a new and adequately analyzed system of

Romanization is, we believe, apparent, but before proceed-

ing to the exposition of our system, explanation should be

made of its aims and principles Let us emphasize the fact

that the system is not an exact phonetic notation employing

the symbols of the phonetician. Good systems of this nature

have already been devised by Haguenauer and others. We
have not intended that it be used in phonetic or in tech-

nical philological research. Rather, we have made it for

general scholarly and non-scholarly use where phonetic sym-

bols would be cumbersome and annoying and where strict

phonetic exactness is not demanded. We have therefore

attempted to effect a compromise between scientific accuracy

and practical simplicity. Because of the inadequacies of the

Latin alphabet and the complexities of the phonetic structure

of Korean, it has not been possible to avoid all diacritical

marks; but we have attempted to reduce these to the

minimum. In short, we have tried to make the system

throughout as simple as possible without being misleading.

Our aim in this article is merely to present the system

of Romanization to the public. It has not been our purpose

to make a detailed exposition of the phonetic structure of

Korean. This has already been done by many fully qualified

Korean, Japanese and European phoneticians, although

often with differing conclusions. We have discussed the

Spelling
System Onmun Meaning French

Romanizations
Gale Eckardt

McCune-
Reischauer

Gale ^ AH to be kit-peu-ta kitpeuda kitputa kippuda
Gov.-Gen. happy kit-pou-ta kitpuda kitputa kippuda
Unif. Sys. >1»B 4 ki-ppeu-ta kibeuda kibtua kippuda

Gale historical sa-keui sa-geui sakui sagi
Unif. Sys. 4>1 record sa ki sa-gi saki sagi

Gale Tjyo-syen Cho-sdn Tjoson Choson
French A. 'ti Korea Tyo-syen Tyo-son Tjoson Choson
Unif. Sys. Tjo-sen Cho-son Tjoson Choson

Gov.-Gen. signifies the Government General dictionary. Unit. Sys., the
Unified System, and French, the French Dictionary. It will be seen that the
system of the French missionaries makes no attempt to meet the problem
of variant spellings, whereas Gale’s and Eckardt’s systems do in some cases.
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purely phonetic aspects of the question to a certain extent,

in order to explain our reasons for choosing certain Latin

letters to represent certain Korean sounds; but we have

restricted these phonetic explanations as far as possible, and

in cases where there could be no reasonable doubt as to a

satisfactory means of Romanization, we have omitted them
entirely.

Our Romanization is not merely a method of transcribing

dnmu’n, letter by letter, into a different alphabet, for which

purpose Ogura’s literal Romanization will serve. ^ We have

devised our Romanization with the purpose of providing a

comprehensible guide to the standard modern pronunciation

of Korean for those unfamiliar with the language, as well as

for those who know it. In this regard our approach differs

from that of many Koreans and western scholars who feel

that the Romanization can ignore the euphonic changes of

Korean and let the reader, who presumably knows the

language, supply them automatically. It has been our aim

to represent each radically different Korean sound by one

distinct symbol, despite variations in the Onmun orthography.

Our Romanization has been devised only for the modern

pronunciation of Korean, and does not take into account

obsolete pronunciations; but, since there are dialectical

differences, it has been necessary to determine which

modern pronunciation should be considered as the standard

dialect. In keeping with the practice of most other lands

and in keeping with the precedent set by the Korean phon-

eticians and philogical societies which have been sponsoring

the revised spelling systems, we have accepted the pronun-

ciation of the educated middle class of the capital. Soul

(Keijo), as the standard Korean pronunciation.

In Romanizing it is also necessary to determine what is

one’s criterion for the phonetic value of the letters of the

Latin alphabet. There is the possibility of disregarding any

1 Ogura, op. cit. See the charts, opposite pp. 10 and 24.
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criterion besides the phonetic structure of the language

under consideration; but this approach, as with Nipponshiki

Romaji, the new Japanese Romanization system, would un-

questionably lead to Romanizations which would be very

misleading to the average foreigner. We believe that there

can be little doubt that it is best to follow the general prac-

tice of most Romanization systems of basing the Romaniza-

tion of the vowels on their normal value in the Italian langu-

age. The problem of the consonants is more difficult, but

we have felt that we might best follow the lead of the Hep-

burn and Wade-Giles systems in basing our Romanization of

the consonants on their normal value in English. The for-

mula “the vowels as in Italian and the consonants as in

English” has proved itself to be a great success in the case

of the Romanization of Japanese both for the scholar and

for the casual user of the system; and, though in Korean

the phonetic problems are much more complex than in

Japanese, we believe that this formula can be successfully

applied to Korean also. Furthermore, in following this for-

mula we make our system conform for the most part to the

Hepburn and Wade-Giles systems. This is particularly desir-

able, because most of those who are interested in Korean

studies are familiar with the systems used for the Roman-
ization of the Chinese and Japanese languages.



II. THE VOWELS

The oYimun vowel-letters^ are listed in the chart on the

opposite inserted double page. It shows the phonetic tran-

scriptions of Ogura and Jung,^ Haguenauer’s transcription,

Ogura’s literal transcription, our Romanization, and the

Romanizations of Eckardt, the French missionaries, Gale

and Jung in the order named.

Each of these onmun vowel-letters does not represent

only one vowel-sound, but several which are closely related.

Such a group is called a vowel phoneme. It is impractical

to provide Romanizations for each variation within a single

phoneme, for this would require a series of purely phonetic

symbols. Furthermore, only a phonetician with a thorough

knowledge of the Korean language would be able to record

these differences correctly. The most noticeable variation is

to be found in the length of the vowel-sounds. This is to be

discussed in a later section.

For the sake of clarity we have divided the Korean

vowel-letters into three categories according to their stand-

ard pronunciation: simple vowels, labialized vowels and

diphthongs, and yotized or palatized vowels.

SIMPLE VOWELS

There are eight vowel-letters in Korean which clearly

represent simple vowels, but two others are often included

in this group to make a total of ten.® The following phonetic

chart by the Korean phoneticians, Yi, Yi and Jung,^ will help

to indicate the approximate pronunciation of these ten vowel-

1 In order to avoid confusion, we have chosen to differentiate between
a vowel-letter and a vowel-sound by these compound words. A digraph or

trigraph is a compound vowel-letter, and a diphthong is a compound vowel-

sound.

2 Jung Insub, The International Phonetic Transcription of Korean
Speech-sounds. Soul, 1935.

3 The two doubtful cases, tI and ^ we have classed among the labial-

ized vowels. See pp. 14-16.

4 Jung Insub, op. cit.



VOWEL CHART

&mun

Letter

PHONETIC TRANS 'N Hag'r

Prans's

Ogura

Literal
Trans'n

UcCuzie*

Reisohauer
Romani zat'n

OTHER RCUANIZATIONS

Ogura Jung Eokardt French Gale jlung

t- a a, a: a a a a a a a

1= '^a Ja, jo.: ya is ya, a ya ya ya ya

0,-tt 3, 3* d 6 6 o (u) e ii, b 0*

*D,^ js, J9: yo lo yo, o yS ye yu, yb yo'

o 0 , o: 0 0 0 o o O 0*

_IL ‘0 da, do: yo oo

1
>» yo yo yo yo

T u V , u: U u u u ou u u-

TT *-u du, du: yu io yu, u yu you yu yu

- u UL, -Ub: u u, u u eu eu

1

1 1. i: 1 1 1 1 i 1 1

'

o,u. ..
a R a a a a [a]

H £ ae , £ : h (t) al ae Si (a) ai [al] e '

'1 6, b li m ae ai al [al] [e']

dae, d£! yh iai yae yai yai [yai] ye'

"1 e e, e: e e e ei [uijOl] e

‘e de, do: ye ye, e ye yei [yul,ybl] ye

M li oe: 'i? ^i oe bi (b) oi [oi] 06

T|(ih)
wi y, y:

wi, wi:
1^1 ui wi, i ul (ii) oui [ul] wi

ul , uii ; li ul ui, 1 ui eul [eul] u'l

4 wa wa , wa : oa wa oa oa wa wa

T-) wo we , we : uo w5 u5 oue w\i, wb wo'

we wae, we : U£ <jai wae oai oai [nal] we*

th1(wi) we vK , we: l^i we ue ouel [wui,wbl

J

we
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letters, although it must be remembered that there is still

considerable dispute between phoneticians over the exact

values of many of the vowels and consonants of Korean.

a

0

0

CL

Unfortunately, there are only five vowel-letters in the

Latin alphabet, a, e, i, o and u. For Romanization purposes

these letters have, as a rule, been used to represent the five

vowel-sounds which are closest to the five Italian vowel-

sounds thus represented. An analysis of the above chart

shows that there are five Korean vowel-letters which repre-

sent these five vowel-sounds, and therefore there can be no

doubt that these five should be Romanized by the corres-

ponding Latin letters. They are, I- (
'*)‘ a, j- o, T m, 1 i

and the digraph Hi e.

Previous systems of Romanization have differed widely

1 Lower a , as it is called to distinguish it from vpper a F, is now
eliminated in most publications, being replaced usually by vpper a. Unless
one is sure of a better rendering, it is best to treat it as a simple F (a) when
one finds it in old texts and dictionaries. See p. 21.
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in representing the vowel-letters -1 ,
—

, and H Phone-
tic symbols would naturally be the best means of represent-

ing their pronunciations, but in a system of Romanization
these, of course, cannot be employed. One has, therefore,

the choice of Romanizing them either as digraphs (combin-

ations of two Latin letters) or single letters supplemented
by diacritical marks

The vowel-sound represented by is phonetically tran-

scribed as a or a; by Jung, and as o by Ogura and Haguen-
auer. Jung thus gives it the approximate value of the initial

vowel in above (dbav) or the long vowel of bird {b^:d) in

southern English pronunciation. According to Ogura it is

the vowel-sound of want (wont). Generally speaking it may
be said to belong to the o ‘family’, although it is not char-

acterized by lip-rounding.

We have chosen the Romanization d for this vowel-letter.

The Latin letter o was selected because it represents the

Italian vowel-sound phonetically closest to the Korean vowel-

sound represented by and because the latter is, generally

speaking, most readily identified as a short o. The diacritical

mark — was selected as probably the most intelligible and

least misleading diacritic for this vowel-sound. Some ex-

amples of the Romanization of are : ydngo (Eng-

lish language), dmoai ^ H (mother), and Koryo
(Korean kingdom).

The second of these three vowels, written — in onmun,

has no phonetic counterpart in any well-known language ;

but some phoneticians compare it to the Russian ll. It may
be described phonetically as a close central vowel sounded

with lips spread. There is no wholly satisfactory phonetic

symbol to represent it. Ogura has devised the symbol w, and

Jung uses w, a modification of a standard phonetic symbol.

We have chosen the Romanization u for the vowel-letter

— . We have discarded the commonly used digraph eu be-

1 The symbol vl can be considered, for Romanization, to be merely an
old alternative form of !)• It is not used in modern spelling.
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cause it calls to mind the French eu which is lip-rounded in-

stead of lip-spread. From the phonetician’s viewpoint, the

symbol 'i would probably be most accurate, but because the

pronunciation of is closely related to u and is often con-

fused with T (u) by Occidentals, we have chosen the letter

u instead. The same diacritical mark as that used with -1

(o) is employed in order to minimize the varieties of diacri-

tics and because it serves as well as any other mark to

identify this vowel sound. Examples of the Romanization

of — are : umsik (food) and kHrut (dish).

There is one irregularity in the pronunciation and Ro-

manization of the lip-spread vowel u When preceded in

the same syllable by the labials, m n
, p or b

, pp and
p’ 2:, it loses its lip-spread characteristics and becomes a

simple u.^

The third of the three vowel-letters under consideration

is the digraph H , the standard pronunciation of which is

phonetically transcribed as ae or 8. The first is the symbol

of the English a of cab (kseb) , the latter, the French c of

meme, or the German d of harm. Phonetically it lies between

e and a and therefore there is justification for Jung’s use of

e’, and Haguenauer’s use of e. However, according to Jung’s

chart, the pronunciation of H is closer to a than to e and

etymologically it seems to have the a element in it.

We have decided to Romanize >J as ae. The use of a

single letter with a diacritical mark was ruled out for various

reasons, particularly because of the difficulty in choosing be-

1 The Unified System has eliminated the use of — (u) after these
labial consonants and has substituted T (w) for it, except for the spelling of

certain parts of speech. An illustration of this change of spelling is afforded
by the word /luA: (north), spelled by Gale and in most hancha diction-

aries, but as in the Unified System and in the Government-General dic-

tionary.

The vowel-letter — has also another variant pronunciation. After s a,
ss ch or j A, tch j<t. and ch' a, it is often pronounced as a short i. Since
it may be pronouucea either as ii or i in these cases, we have thought it best
to disregard this phenomenon in Romanization. Examples are : kusul -=h-t-

(beads), sauda (to sweep), chuksi -%>) (immediately), iltchuk
(early) and ch’unggye (flight of steps).
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tween the letters a and e. Although the latter is more

acceptable phonetically, it would fail to satisfy Germans,

who identify the vowel-sound it represents with d, or English-

speaking people, who identify it with the “short” English

a. The digraph ai which has been commonly used in the

past is not acceptable because it is used in both the Hepburn
and Wade-Giles Romanization systems for an ai diphthong.

The Romanization ae is obviously superior from the phone-

tician’s viewpoint, for this combination is used as a ligature

(se) to represent one of the two pronunciations of this vowel-

letter. The digraph ae also calls to mind the alternative

spelling of the German d, the normal pronunciation of which

is similar to that of H . Examples of the Romanization of H

are : taemun (main entrance), paektu (white-

head) and sae (bird).

LABIALIZED VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS

In Korean the vowel-letters (o) and T (m) are both

used in certain combinations to represent the half-vowel w.

The former, -l, combined with b (a) and H {ae), spells *+

and ->1] which are Romanized wa and wae respectively. The
latter, T, is combined with (o) and Hi (e) to spell and

T^l , Romanized wo and we respectively.

The onmun digraph li varies in pronunciation from a

labialized i {wi) through a semi-labialized form to a simple

vowel-sound, corresponding closely to the German u and the

French u. There is some dispute as to the normal pronunci-

ation of -rl in standard dialect, as the variant renderings of

Ogura, Jung, Haguenauer and others clearly show. Al-

though it is genefally pronounced as a simple vowel-sound

throughout southern and eastern Korea and occasionally in

the capital region itself, the simple vowel form cannot be

considered its standard pronunciation.

Except as a syllabic initial, however, the labial element

in the pronunciation of "rl in the standard dialect is weaker

than it is in the other labialized vowels. This is particularly

true when it is preceded by the consonants s A
,
ch or j 7.
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and ch’ %

.

In some respects ui, representing a semi-labi-

alized vowel, might be the best Romanization for -i. But

since the Romanization wi is necessary to represent the fully

labialized form of this vowel as a syllabic initial, and since

ui is easily confused in pronunciation with a diphthong, we
have preferred to Romanize it wi throughout. One exception

to this rule is that after the labial consonants m n
, p or 6

U, pp and p’ 2
, the labial element is lost in the vowel,

and therefore, in these cases, t] is to be Romanized as sim-

ple

The digraph A ,
like t]

, is pronounced as a simple vowel

throughout southern Korea, and some authorities regard this

as its standard pronunciation. As a simple vowel it may be

phonetically transcribed 0 or ce and it thus quite similar to

the German o. Haguenauer, however, describes it as a

semi-labialized e, which may be phonetically transcribed

w'e, a pronunciation which is often heard in capital dialect.

We Romanize this vowel-letter, j], as oe in order to

suggest both the simple vowel form and the semi-labial

form, and also because oe is close to the dnmun spelling, -l.

(o) plus ] {i). The pronunciation of the labial element of

this vowel is more noticeable when it is not preceded by a

consonant, as in oeguk (foreign states), but is almost

negligible after most consonants, as for example, in the

common surname Ch’oe il.

The only vowel-letter representing a diphthong is the

1 These consonant and vowel-letter combinations are not very common
in dnmun, and never occur in words directly derived from the Chinese.
Such syllables Gale spells according to the older orthography with i] but the
Unified System in keeping with its rules, employs the simple vowel-letter

1

(i) , and the Government-General dictionary uses -1 . Examples of uses of

this vowel-letter, tl, are included in the following list.

Romanization Gale Gov.-Gen.
nabi
miwdhada
wism /*! same
kwisin same
twi ^ same
chwi ^ same

Unif. Sys.

4 a}

same
same
same
same

Meaning
butterfly

to hate
prestige

spirits

after, behind
mouse
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digraph This is a rising diphthong, composed of the

two elements, — («) and 1 (i), and the natural and easiest

way to Romanize it, is simply ai. This digraph, how-
ever, represents a diphthong only as a syllabic initial, and
after h ^

.

After all the other consonants it is pronounced
like the simple vowel-letter 1 and should therefore be
Romanized as i in these cases. ^

YOTIZED OR PALATIZED VOWELS
The Korean vowel-letters h ,

=1
,

and T representing

yotized or palatized vowels, are formed by adding one stroke

to each of the simple vowel-letters }-, •]
,
-l and T to

indicate that the vowel-sound is preceded by a yod element.

The yod element could be Romanized either as i or y, but,

since the use of i for it would lead to confusion between
yotized vowels and diphthongs, we have adopted the use of

y. These four vowels, therefore, are to be Romanized ya,

yd, yo and yu respectively, except where special rules noted

below lead to the omission of the y.

There are only two dnwun digraphs and trigraphs repre-

senting yotized vowels, ^ and =^1.® The first of these, which

1 There are many other diphthongs in Korean but they are all written
in dnmun as two syllables. For example Soul -|- contains a common
Korean diphthong, du the component parts of which are always writ-

ten separately.

2 Because of the phenomenon, the Unified System has changed the
spelling of -1 to 1 where in a single syllable -1 follows any consonant but h
•r. When the syllable hui occurs at the beginning of a word it is often
pronounced hi, but this assimilation does not always take place. It rarely

occurs when S| appears as any but the first syllable. A few examples will

illustrate the Unified System of spelling and the principles of the Roman-
ization of -1

.

Romanization Gale Unif. Sys. Meaning

uisa 51 X: 21 /‘V doctor
koui JL 21 J2. 21 summer trousers
kunui 21 -a- 21 military doctor
huimang
kich’a

SI •J- SI -J- hope
*1: >1 5:1- steam train

p’ida 5) 4 21 4 to bloom

3

The two virtually obsolete digraphs nl and TJJ ,
which seem to repre-

sent yotized vowels-are only found in the syllables ^ and $|). They are

to be Romanized shwi, ch’wi and ch’we respectively, because, as is explain-

ed below, the yod element is always dropped after the two consonants s >.

and ch’ 7..
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is rarely used, signifies a yotized form of the vowel-sound

represented by H (ae), and is therefore to be Romanized

yae. The second, the digraph =^1, demands special consider-

ation, because, though frequently used,* its pronunciation is

irregular in so far as the yod element is concerned. As a

syllabic initial the yod element is clearly heard but after

consonants it is very weak even in careful diction, and many
speakers omit it altogether.^ To attempt to indicate, in Ro-

manization, a distinction between weak and strong yod

elements would be difficult and impractical. We have conse-

quently come to the conclusion that the digraph =^] should be

Romanized ye in all cases where special rules do not lead to

the complete omission of the yod element.

One important rule regarding the Romanization of the

vowel-letters k, T and =^1, is that the yod element

of all yotized vowels has been completely lost in standard

pronunciation following the consonants s a, ss M, ch ov j a
( c ),^ A?;, and c/i’ ^ (£).* Consequently, in such cases,

1 The digraph ^ occurs frequently in Sino-Korean words, while the
digraph H) occurs only in two uncommon forms, H (c) and (ke). The
digraph , however, is not used often in native Korean words.

2 When pronounced as a syllabic initial it is written oi), al and «(), since
the consonants H (I, r) or (w), occurring at the beginning of a word, are
silent before yotized vowels in capital dialect.

3 After h and r 5, occurring as other than word initials, the yod
element is more distinct than after k or g n

,
p' ja. and a medial n \~, It is

not used after other consonants or else is entirely unpronounced because of
a general phonetic law discussed below. Examples of these variations
follow.

Romanization Onmun Meaning Strength of yotization

yesan <A] 4.1- calculation strong
yemul gift strong
unh.ye o

^1 favor weak
sarye '*1- «1 thanks weak
kyesan 4} computation almost omitted
p’yehang sal deserted room almost omitted

4 When occuring before yotized vowels, t or d n and t’ £ are pro-
nounced the same as ch or j x and ch’ x,

.

See page 28. Theoretically tt

M should also be included, but it is never used in onmun with a yotized
vowel-letter.
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the y is to be omitted in Romanization.^

LONG AND SHORT FORMS OF THE VOWELS

We have already mentioned the variations in the length

of the Korean vowels.^ These variations, which are usually

accompanied by differences in articulation, are particularly

marked in the cases of e ye A], i ] , u~T and yui[. In

native Korean words the length of the vowels differs greatly

in the different dialects with the result that both individuals

and dictionaries vary considerably in evaluating them. How-
ever, in Sino-Korean words the length of the vowel, with

but a few exceptions, is determined by the tone of the cha-

racter in Chinese. Characters of the first or second tone

{shanQ-p'ing and hsia-p’ing T usually have short

vowels in Korean, while those of the other tones {shang-

sheng Jb^, ch*u-sheng B.nd ju-sheng are charact-

erized by long vowels. One general exception to this rule is

that syllables ending in k ~\
, p H and I a are always short.®

Although dictionaries sometimes disagree as to the

length of the vowels in native Korean and Sino-Korean

words, they usually indicate whether the vowels are long or

short. Gale’s dictionary indicates the length of the first

vowel in all words. The Government-General dictionary

goes further in marking all long vowels in each word. Thus
it is quite possible, merely through the use of dictionaries, to

1 The Unified System has taken this phonetic rule into consideration

by omitting the sign of yotization in spelling the vowels which follow any of

these consonants. A few examples of this rule and of the Unified System’s

revision of spelling are :

R omanization Gale Unified System Meaning
Choson 3: -a Korea
ckeil best

chonyok ^ 'A evening

2 It is usual to speak of long and short vowels in Korean, but Professor

Uhoi points out in his Urimalpon (The fundamentals of our

language), Soul, 1934, that there are actually three distinguishable lengths,

long, medium and short. However, we have followed the usual method of

distinguishing only between long and short forms.

3 There are minor exceptions as well. For example, the syllable ch e

*1 is apparently always short no matter what character it represents. An-

other exception is ye or rye **1, representing the Chinese character il, which

also is pronounced with a short vowel in Korean.
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determine which vowels are long and which are short. How-
ever, it is usually unneccesary to indicate differences in

vowel lengths in Romanizing, for the distinction is not im-

portant in most words, and with the exception of a few cases

in which the vowels e, i and u are concerned, there can be

little confusion caused by the failure to mark the length of

the vowel.

We suggest, therefore, that the Romanizer employ a dia-

critical mark to indicate a long vowel only where he feels

that confusion is likely to occur unless a distinction is made
between long and short vowels. As an indication of the long

vowel, we suggest the use of the long sign ~ over all vowel-

letters but e, where we recommend the use of the accent

acute, e,

A few examples will help to indicate the difference be-

tween the long and short forms of a few vowels, and will

illustrate how they may be specially Romanized in the cases

where it is desireable to distinguish between the two forms.

The i of ^ is short, Kim, in the common surname, but long,

klm, in the word for steam. The letter T indicates a short

vowel in munan (inside the gates), but a long vowel in

munan (respectful salutation). Similarly IT is short in

kyul ^ (tangerine) but long in yumydng (famous').

The vowel digraph represents a short vowel in megi ®1] 7]

(food) but a long vowel in meda ^1*^ (to carry on should-

ers), while the corresponding yotized form A] is short in

yemul (present) but long in yesan *11 -tt ( agreement).

‘

1 Jung’s two phonetic renderings of each of the Korean vowel letters will

give some idea of the differences between the long and short forms and the
accompanying differences in their oral formation. This can also be roughly
illustrated by a few English words. In each case the English vowel is by
.no means identic^ with the Korean, but it will at least help to indicate the
nature of the change in the Korean vowel. The short and long forms of the
Korean vowel represented by l may be compared to the i’s in hit and
machine-, the two forms of the vowel written *r to the m’s of put and rule;
and the long and short forms of the vowel represented by ^l to the vowels of

bed and they.



IRREGULARITIES IN THE PRONUNCIATION
OF THE VOWELS

There are some other irregularities in the pronunciation

of the Korean vowel-letters besides those already taken into

consideration. These for the most part occur in native

Korean words, but they are also found in Sino-Korean words.

They are sometimes regarded as simple corruptions or collo-

quialisms, but the phonetician naturally recognizes in them
expressions of the normal development of the spoken langu-

age. As the dnmun spelling of native Korean words is us-

ually phonetic rather than traditional, new spellings have

sometimes conformed to these irregular pronunciations; but

this has not always been the case. The result is a number
of inconsistencies in onmun spelling which cannot be ironed

out by rules of Romanization. Therefore, although we take

note of them, we cannot make provisions for them in our

system of Romanization.

The Chosond p'yojun mal mourn, a publication of the

Korean Language Research Society, mentioned above, indi-

cates the standard pronunciation and the revised spelling of

irregular Korean words; but usually it is best to Romanize

irregular Sino-Korean words according to the traditional

pronunciations reflected in their standard spellings. For-

tunately, in ordinary Romanization, these irregularities will

rarely be encountered and will, therefore, cause little diffi-

culty.

Studies of Korean dialects by Korean and Japanese

philologistsi have helped to make possible the formulation

1 Examples of such studies are

:

Kim Yongun ^f|#, Pangon chosa (Iksan chungsim) (SUJ
,C,») (An examination of the dialect around Iksan), Han'giil (lt)35)

No. 8.

O Sejun Sat’uri chosa (An examination of dialects),,

Han'gul (1933), No. 9.

Ogura Shimpei Nambu Chosen no Hogen
(Dialects of southern Korea), Keijo, 1924, and other similar studies of the

dialects of Chejudo and of Heian Kankyo and Kokai SfiS Pro-

vinces.
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of certain general principles concerning some of these irre-

gularities. These may be classified in two general categories,

first, “disintegration” and variation in vowels which are

difficult to pronounce or are subject to change for other

reasons, and second, the transformation of vowels through

assimilation with other vowels.

“ Disintegration ” in Individual Vowels

One vowel-sound in which the process of “disintegra-

tion” is already complete is the sound of the original Korean

vowel represented by lower a % , which has lost its phonetic

identity. The vowel-letter naturally has afforded one of

the chief problems of the dnmun revisionists, who have dis-

carded it in modern spelling. Generally it is now pronounc-

ed as a 1- in the standard dialect, but in native Korean

words this is not always the case. The most important al-

ternative pronunciation of this vowel-letter is u —
, which is

often its pronunciation when it occurs as the second syllable

of a word. For example, S. ^ (today) is now pronounced

onul, and is written .S.’g- in the Unified System.

Much less extreme cases of “ disintegration ” and var-

iation are afforded by the yotized vowels, labialized vowels,

and • simple vowels written in dnmun as digraphs. In the

case of yotized vowels there is a tendency to omit the yod

element when the vowel is preceded by a consonant in the

same syllable. One example of this is yd ^ ,
which may

become e or i or sometimes ae. Occasionally this transform-

ation has become well enough established in certain words

to have led to an alteration in revised spelling systems, as

in the word pydgae (pillow), pronounced and now spelled

pegae zl] . A more unusual example of this phenomenon
occuring in a Sino-Korean word is found in the syllable kydl

which in the word (violet) is pronounced and spelled

kil ^ {kilgydng

Almost all of the dnmun digraphs have variant pronun-

ciations. For example, in parts of southern Korea the
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tendency is to pronounce ae H and g -l] alike, and ui ^ and
i *1 alike; in central Korea, oe and we i^l are confused in

some words; and in the north, ae H is sometimes pronounced
ai *1

.

The labialized vowels are not commonly used following

consonants, but when they do so occur there is a tendency

either to omit the labial element or to modify the vowel-

sound. For example, (national isolation), traditionally

spelled swaguk is now pronounced and spelled swaeguk

Assimilation between Vowels

Certain Korean vowels often influence the pronuncia-

tions of other vowels which precede or follow them. This

phenomenon is called assimilation between vowels. A. simple

example of this is afforded by the word chami (interest),

pronounced chaemi ti) because of assimilation between a

1- and i 1 . The only vowels which affect their neighboring

vowels consistently enough to demand consideration here

are the yotized vowels and i 1 , which often affect the

vowels which precede them. The affected vowels in these

cases are thus pronounced as if written with the 1 (t)

stroke added : a \- becomes ae ,
5 -) becomes e ^1 ,

o -l be-

comes oe -*1 and u T becomes wi 11 . In native Korean

words this assimilation is frequent but is not always made.

Spelling has often conformed to the change in pronunciation.

In Sino-Korean words, the assimilation is less frequent and

is found only in commonly used words.

In native Korean words, i *1 is often directly assimilated

into a preceding vowel, changing it as noted above. For

example, ttaida '*4 *1*4 (to be under arrest), is pronounced

ttaeda In Sino-Korean words, the two vowels do not

become one, although assimilation takes place. For exam-

ple, kain (an individual) is pronounced kaein 7ll^.

1 Much of the material for this section has been taken from Choi’s

Uri mal pon.
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Even when a consonant intervenes between a vowel and an
i ] , the former is similarly affected. A familiar example is

the native word pangi ^*1 (onion), which is pronounced

paengi ^ *1. A Sino-Korean example is ch’umi ^5^ (artistic

taste), pronounced ch'wimi ^ This phenomenon occurs

most regularly and frequently in verb forms where the syl-

lables i hi or ki 7] are inserted between verb stems

and verb endings, either to denote the causative or to make
active verbs passive.^

Yotized vowels often influence the pronunciation of a

preceding vowel in much the same way as i 1 . They are not

directly assimilated, however, even when no consonant inter-

venes. Examples are sayanghada (to refuse), pro-

nounced saeyarighada and namp’ydn (hus-

band), pronounced naemp’ydn 1^^.

Although this general rule of assimilation may be follow-

ed for many words, particularly for verb forms, it is impos-

sible to apply it strictly to the rules of Romanization because

of its inconsistency. Even though the colloquial speech

employs these euphonic changes, the unassimilated form is

recognizable and acceptable in standard pronunciation, and

thus it is not necessary to alter Romanization rules to meet

the assimilation.

1 Examples are

:

Active Verbs Causative or Passive Verbs

Romanization Onmun Meaning Romanization Onmun Meaning
chapta to catch c/iopfeida (chaephida) ^ o] q- to be caught
pdtta to strip pokkida (pekkida) ^ >1 4 to cause to strip

mokta sj ^ to eat mogida (megida) ») 4 to cause to eat
chukta to die chugida (chwigida) -4 °) 4 to cause to die



III. THE CONSONANTS

It is generally possible to Romanize each of the dnmun
vowel-letters with but a single Latin letter or digraph, but

because of the influence of euphonic change upon the conson-

ants, there must generally be a plurality of Romanizations

for each of the consonant letters. To the Korean most

of these euphonic changes are so natural that he considers

them self-evident, but to those not familar with the language

they are bewildering at first, because they are not phoneti-

cally necessary in western languages. Therefore, a system

of Romanization which does not take these euphonic changes

into consideration will be misleading and inaccurate.

The name of one of the ancient Korean kingdoms is

spelled Sin-ra but is pronounced Silla. The name of

the Yalu River is written Ap-rok but is pronounced

Amnok. A simpler example is the name of another ancient

kingdom spelled 3.^^^ Ko-ku-ryo but pronounced Koguryo.

Many people familiar with Korean are inclined to dismiss

the last case as of small importance, but the distinction be-

tween the unvoiced plosive k and the voiced plosive g, though

ignored in dnmun, cannot be overlooked in any system of

Romanization which is to be used by those who do not know

the Korean language.

In order adequately to Romanize the consonant letters,

it is necessary to take into consideration their positions in

the word in relation to the other letters and not merely as

individual letters. This is most easily done by treating each

dnmun letter separately as initial, medial and final letters.

The chart on the opposite inserted double page lists all

the dnmun consonant letters, Ogura’s literal transcription for

them, his phonetic transcriptions for each letter in initial,

medial and final positions, our Romanizations for the same

three positions, and the Romanizations of Haguenauer, Gale,

Eckardt, the French missionaries, and Jung, in the order

named. The dnmun letters are arranged in the usual Korean

order.
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o signifies that the consonant is unpronounced, thus omitted in Romaniaation.

Underlined letters in the McCune*Reischauer “final" column are for Romanizations in the new spelling systems
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As will be seen by the chart, an attempt has been made
in our system of Romanization to strike a balance between

phonetic accuracy and general utility. Therefore, minor

variations in pronunciation have been disregarded, but major

differences have all been included. Our system of Romaniz-

ing the consonants is more complex than that of other sysn

terns, and, therefore, some may feel that it is not satisfac-

tory for ordinary use, but when one sees the radical varia-

tion in the pronunciation of most of the consonant letters as

recorded by Ogura, one will realize that all the simple sys-

tems, where most of the dnmun consonant letters have but

a single equivalent in Romanization, are very misleading and

inaccurate.

In order to make clear the problems involved in the

choice of Latin letters for the Romanization of the dnmun
consonant letters, we have first analyzed the consonants

themselves from a phonetic point of view and have then dis-

cussed the variant Romanizations of each dnmun letter. The
Korean consonants may be conveniently divided into two-

general categories, the plosives and the non-plosives.

PLOSIVE CONSONANTS

The plosive consonants may be divided into four series

according to the articulating organs used in each. They are

the labial plosives, which we call the P series, the dental

plosives or the T series,^ the velar plosives or the K series

and the palatal plosives or affricates, which we call the Ch
series.^ The following chart shows the various forms of the

1 The point of occlusion of the Korean dental plosives is actually be-

tween the dental and alveolar regions, and, consequently, they are sometimes
called alveolar plosives.

2 The consonants written in dnmun as x, and ^ are transcribed
phonetically by Jung as ’j, and c, indicating that they are plosives, where-
as they are considered to be affricates or fricatives by Ogura (tT, ’iS, and if'),
Haguenauer and others.

The use of symbols such as dz, ee, e, and e’, might be preferable for^

their Romanization but would introduce a new diacritical mark. The Ro-
manizations of the French missionaries, tj, ttj and tch imply combinations
of voiced and unvoiced consonants and, when written together with other
consonants, would result in clumsy and confusing groups of Latin consonant
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four plosive series. Each drimun letter is accompanied by
its Latin equivalent when it is pronounced as a plosive but
not when, in accordance with euphonic changes, it is pro-

nounced as a non-plosive consonant.

CHART OF PLOSIVES

Articulation

Characteristic
Labial

\

Velar Dental Palatal

Unvoiced u p 1 k c t
* ch ’•

Voiced a b 1 g c d * ^ j
**

“ Fo''ced
”

/O' pp kk
j

/S. tt ^ tch

Aspirated a p’ ^ k’ A ch’ **

* Also ^ as a syllabic final. See p. 28 and 29.

** Also the corresponding letter of the T series when followed

by J i or a yotized vowel. See p. 28

In English the plosives are easily and conveniently classi-

fied as pairs of unvoiced and voiced consonants (p, 6; k, g; t,

d). In Korean, however, besides the differentiation of

voicing, the degree of aspiration and the presence or absence

of glottal closure affect their pronunciation. These varia-

tions make it necessary to devise a Romanization scheme for

the plosives which will provide proper distinctions between

the four types indicated on the chart above. ^

letters. Since no other substitutes seem satisfactory, we have felt it best

to follow our general rule of basing the Romanization of consonants on their

nearest equivalent in English. We have, therefore, used the Latin letters ch,

j, tch and ch' for this series. Because most of the foreign residents of Korea
are English-speaking people and favor the use of these Roneanizations
and because the Hepburn and Wade-Giles systems use the same letters for

similar sounds, we have chosen these Romanizations in preference to others
which might be more satisfactory to non-English-speaking people.

1 The average Korean does not distinguish between the voiced and
unvoiced sounds of these plosives, as will be seen by the fact that both are
written by the same onmun letter. On the other hand the average American
or Englishman does not distinguish between Korean unvoiced and aspirated
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Unvoiced Plosives
i,

There is considerable dispute as to whether the unvoiced

plosives as initials are unaspirated or are slightly aspirated.^

Even if there may be some slight aspiration, these forms are

never confused with the fully aspirated plosives by Koreans.

As medials these unvoiced plosives vary considerably in pro-

nunciation, especially when they precede or follow voiced

phonemes and are assimilated to become entirely different

phonemes themselves. When they precede or follow un-

voiced consonants they do not change radically, but are

somewhat influenced by their neighbors.^ In the final posi-

tion the palatal plosive ich) never occurs. The others are

incomplete plosives characterized by occlusion at the point of

articulation and probably accompanied by glottal closure.

For the purposes of Romanization the variations in the

phonetic value of the unvoiced plosives may be ignored, be-

cause they are slight and because they are clearly indicated

by the positions of the plosives in the word.

The unvoiced labial plosive ip) is represented by H or

plosives. Three Korean words illustrate this, p'al ^ (arm), pal (foot)
and sa6aZ (bowl). To an American or Englishman the difference be-
tween the first two is very difficult to note, and many foreigners pronounce
them alike. The Korean, on the other hand, often insists that he pronounces
the U in pal and sabal the same, although the difference is striking to the
western ear.

Many Koreans prefer to Romanize both the voiced and voiceless forms
as h, d, ff, and j, but this is altogether unsatisfactory for westerners. Others
wish to Romanize them as p, k, t, and ch, but this is equally unsatisfactory.
A few examples will illustrate the necessity of Romanizing the voiced and
voiceless forms differently if the system is to be used as a medium for
foreigners.

McCune-Reischauer
Onmvn Meaning Variant Romanizations Romanization
-B- ’1 fish rooi koki kogi
4- «1 extra expense hubi pupi pvbi
^^^1 tightly dandanhi tantanhi tandanhi

^ disciple jeja checha. cheja
f Gim Shdn Gi concludes from recent kymograph experiments that

they are slightly aspirated (Le Maitre Phonetique, 3rd series. No. 58, April-
June, 1937), but most other phoneticians claim that they are unaspirated.
Jung transcribes them phonetically as g, d, and j.

2 See note 2 on p. 31.
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by the digraph bh ^ and the velar (fc) by or by the digraph

The unvoiced dental plosive (t) is usually represented

by c
,
but as a word final it is represented by a

, as in tasH

(five). 2 The unvoiced palatal plosive {ch) is represented

usually by a
, but also by a c followed in the same syllable

by an 1 i or a yotized vowel.®

One other consonant should be mentioned under the

heading of the unvoiced plosives, although it is not regularly

represented by an independent dnmun letter and is not in-

cluded on the Plosive Chart. It is the glottal stop which

occurs as part of the articulation of the “ forced ” plosives

and also elsewhere as a medial. It is customary to represent

the glottal stop by the letter a
,
but the spelling is not uni-

form. When this letter is used in the medial position it is

called the sai siot a]-6]a (middle a). It is discussed more

fully in a later section.

Voiced Plosives

The voiced plosives occur only in the middle of a word

1 See pp. 41-42 for a discussion of these digraph spellings.

2 In standard spelling no letters of the T or Ch series occur as syllabic

finals, and only n and u of the other plosives. See pp. 46-47 regarding the

appearance of the other plosive letters in new spelling systems.

3 This IS true with all forms of the dental plosive series (except tt

which become palatal plosives before I i or a yotized vowel. In northern
dialects this phenomenon does not occur, and instead the yod element is

usually simply omitted from the yotized vowels. However, it occurs through-
out the rest of Korea, including the capital, and in the Unified System has
led to the substitution of the corresponding forms of the Ch series for letters

of the T series when they are pronounced as palatal plosives. The following

are a few examples of this phenomenon with the new spelling.

Romanization Onmun
(Gale)

Onmun
(Unif. Sys.)

Meaning

chibang =1 HJ- 7=1 territory

cheja ail X). disciple

sonojon church
ch'olto % -S- .s. railway

It should not be assumed that i never follows the plosives of the T
series. For example the dnmun syllable ^1 should be Romanized ti. In

such cases care must be taken in Romanizing to be sure that the correct

spelling has been used, since tti (belt) is often written “j. The latter

spelling has been adopted by the Unified System.
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between voiced consonants (m u
,
n i-, ng c and sometimes

i aO and vowels. Because of an established rule of assimi-

lation, the otherwise voiceless plosives, p U
,
k 1 ,

t -c. and

ch 7s have borrowed the voicing of their neighboring sounds

and have become 6, g, d and j.

The voiced labial plosive (6) is always represented by

and the velar {g) by i . The voiced dental plosive (d) is

represented by c (used as a syllabic initial) or a (used as

a syllabic final). ^ The voiced palatal plosive ij) is represent-

ed by A or by a c followed by i 1 or a yotized vowel.

“ Forced ” Plosives

The “forced” plosives have been the subject of consider-

able dispute among phoneticians, who disagree about the

question of articulation and designation. Haguenauer calls

them quasi-geminees, and Jung terms them “implosives”

or “double plosives”. Ogura transcribes them phonetically

with the symbol of a glottal stop preceding the explosion.®

1 The I is quite variable in its influence on following plosives. In
native Korean words the presence or absence of assimilation is largely

dependent on the degree of independence of the two syllables. For example
# (objects) is mulgon, but •§ jJ->l (fish) and (drop of water) are
mulkogi and mulpangul because the syllable mul (water) in these cases is

felt to be an independent *nit. However, this is not invariably the case, for

the word •§ o). (water pestle) is pronounced mulbanga. In Sino-Korean
words, on the other hand, there is a definite rule that assimilation nearly
always takes place between the I and p or between I and k, but rarely be-

tween I and t or I and ch. The following words illustrate this rule.

Romanization Onmun Meaning
v)olbi a) monthly expenses
wdlgup -g- monthly wages
wolto .S. a type of sword
wolchong % the end of the month

2 Sometimes as a syllabic final between vowels represents s as it

always does as a syllabic initial. This is usually true when it occurs before
a postposition or a verb inflection, although this general rule cannot be relied

upon except in the Unified System of spelling. When occuring between
vowels within the uninflected part of a word, represents d. For example

(hat and clothes) is kadot, but when the nominative postposition is

added it is kadosi o)

.

3 Ogura’s phonetic transcriptions are ’g and ’k, ’b and ’p, 'd and ’t, and
’dz and ’ts. Jung also indicates glottal closure by the use of the Internation-
al Phonetic symbols g/’, p’, b’ and j. The only point of coihplete agreement
among phoneticians is that these plosives are unaspirated. Most phone-
ticians, however, also agree that they are unvoiced and have a certain glottal

element.
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A possible explanation is that the glottis is first briefly closed

and then is opened simultaneously with the explosion of the

consonants. These consonants are peculiarly resonant and
are therefore commonly confused with the simple voiced

plosives by Occidentals. We have called them “ forced ”,

plosives in accordance with a Korean term used to described

them, toen sori meaning forced sounds.^

The “forced” plosives ocfcur only as initials and medials.

There is some discussion as to whether they have the same
phonetic value in both positions. Ogura makes a distinction

between the two, as can be seen from the Consonant Chart,

but his conclusion that the medial is unvoiced and the initial

voiced is open to doubt, and, though the force of the explo-

sion is probably lighter when the “forced” plosives are

initials than when they are medials, no variation in Romani-
zation seems necessary.

The “forced” labial plosive (pp) is usually represented

by or BH, the velar (kk) by at or ti, the dental (tt) by xc

or w and the palatal (tch) by or As medials the

“forced” plosives may also be represented by an unvoiced

plosive preceded by the letter a
,

since the latter symbol

when used as a syllabic final preceding an unvoiced plosive

usually represents a glottal stop.^

1 This is the most widely used name for these plosives in Korea. The
small attached to the plosive letters is always called the toen siot

(forced A.) and the same adjective is applied often to the entire plosive.

Sometimes the adjective fcA.aMoc?iip (identical-doubled) is used for

them. The Unified System names the forms it uses, n, w, mu, the ssang
-yj: (twin) letters.

2 For exceptions see section on sai siot The unvoiced plosives following
another plosive are pronounced very much like “forced” plosives, because the
occlusion of the preceding plosive acts as the glottal stop which is a charact-
eristic of the “ forced ” plosives. Since to Romanize the unvoiced plosive

letters as “ forced ” plosives in these cases would result in large groupings
of Latin consonant letters and would probably confuse the reader rather than
aid him, it is best to Romanize the “ forced ” plosives occuring in such cases
as common unvoiced plosives in keeping with the dnmun orthography. A
person familiar with the language can tell from the combination of the two
plosives that the second is a “forced” plosive. An example of this pheno-
menon and of its Romanization is the name of a Korean kingdom Paekche

6] which is pronounced like Paektche

According to these rules of Romanization the combination of a d or ^
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The choice of suitable Romanizations for the “ forced
”

plosives is more difficult than in the case of the other plo-

sives. B, g, d, and j are not advisable because, first, they have

already been employed for the simple voiced plosives, and,

second, because these letters should not be used to represent

unvoiced sounds. The addition of diacritical marks to these

letters or to p, k, t and ch would result in further com-

plications and would probably not be very intelligible.

Therefore, for want of more suitable Romanizations, we
have decided to represent the “forced” plosives, in accord-

ance with one form of their dnmun spelling, as a doubling of

the unvoiced plosive letters. The first three, consequently,

are to be Romanized as pp, kk and tt and the fourth, the

palatal plosive, as tch, since chch is obviously too awkward.

Aspirated Plosives

»

The aspirated plosives occur only as initials and medials.

The aspiration is always quite strong. We have indicated

the aspiration by the usual symbol ’ following the unvoiced

plosive letters. Since this is used in the Wade-Giles system

for the-Chinese aspirates and also in most Korean Romaniza-

tion systems, it is the most suitable symbol to use as the sign

of aspiration.

The aspirated labial plosive (p’) is represented by s,

the velar (/c’) by and the dental (f) by £. The aspirated

palatal plosive {ch’) is represented by or by a £ followed

by 1 z or a yotized vowel. The aspirated plosives, with the

exception of the palatal aspirate {ch’), are also often repre-

preceded by the same letter is to be Romanized the same as the medial
“forced” plosive digraphs '*** or «. For example -% >1 and are both
Romanized t’okki. Actually their pronunciations are not exactly the same,
for the medial consonant of the latter is a simple “ forced ” k and that of the

former is a compound consonant with a k preceding a “ forced ” k. How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity, it seems best to Romanize these two alike,

since they are quite similar.
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sented by their respective unvoiced letters as syllabic finals

( ti
,
n

,
A ) when they are followed by the glottal fricative

Sr (h). When the assimilation is complete between the syl-

labic final and the fricative, the result is a simple aspirated

plosive. But since the assimilation is not always complete

and the two are sometimes pronounced separately, we have

thought it best not to Romanize such combinations as aspirat-

ed plosives but as unvoiced plosives plus

NON-PLOSIVE CONSONANTS

There are seven letters in the Korean alphabet repre-

senting non-plosive consonants. The sounds which they

normally represent together with our Romanizations for

them are given in the following chart.

CHART OF NON-PLOSIVES

• Labial Dental Velar Glottal

Nasal p m X- n 6 np

Lateral H. 1

Semi-rolled ^ r

Fricative
^ s, sh

ss
“ h

The a (0 and a (r) might better be considered alveolar

rather than dental consonants, but because of the relation-

ship between them and u {n) and t= (t) we have listed them

as dentals.

1 Some examples of these combinations are

:

Romanization Onmun Meaning

haphada ^ to join together
sokhi ^ quickly

, hakhoe SI , scientific society

mothada ^ T ^ to be unable. to do
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Nasal Consonants

It should be noted that these consonants have no off-

glide when they occur as word finals.

The labial nasal (m) occurs as an initial, medial and

final. It usually is represented by the letter n . It is also

sometimes represented by the letter
,
since the labial plo-

sive iv) becomes a labial nasal (m) before nasals, as in

imnae (mimicry) and^^ simmydng (ten persons). It is

also occasionally represented by the digraphs and ct.i

The dental nasal in) occurs as an initial, medial and

final, but it never occurs as an initial before 1 -i or a yotized

vowel. 2 It is usually represented by the letter u, but it is

also sometimes represented by the letter a, since the dental

lateral (1) becomes nasalized when it occurs as a word initial

before a vowel other than 1 i or a yotized vowel, as in ^'^1

nakche (failure), and when it is a medial following all con-

sonants but the lateral {1) itself. Examples of this are -tl
^1

simni (ten ‘miles’) and tovgnip (independence). The
dental nasal (w) is also sometimes represented by the letter

A, since the latter as a dental plosive (i) becomes nasalized

through regressive assimilation before the nasals and through

reciprocal assimilation before the dental lateral {1 ) . Exam-
ples of A as a dental nasal are kanmo (hat covering)

and tannyavg (500 cash).

The velar nasal (ng) occurs only as a medial and

1 See page 42.

2 In words which were once pronounced and are still usually spslled in

standard orthography with an initial (w) followed by I i or a yotized
vowel, the consonant is simply omitted in the capital dialect. In the north
it is retained, and there the dental lateral (1) is also pronounced as a dental
nasal (w) when a word initial before I i or a yotized vowel. For example
^ (teeth) and e) (a common surname) are both pronounced ni in the north
but are pronounced i in the capital. The Unified System spells both as <>1

.

Theoretically it is possible for n to appear before i as an initial, for ni
would be tne correct Romanization of the syllables ^ and S). However, the
latter is nev r used and the former occurs only in a very lew native onoma-
topoetic words.
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final. 1 It is usually represented by the letter 6.^ It is

sometimes represented by the letter i (and the digraph

21® ), since the velar plosive (k) becomes a velar nasal (wg)

before nasals through regressive assimilation and also before

the dental lateral (/) through reciprocal assimilation. Ex-

amples of 1 as a velar nasal are kungmin (the nation)

and changnan (»play).

Lateral and Semi-Rolled Consonants

The dental lateral (1) occurs only as a medial and final.

As the final consonant of a word, like all other Korean con-

sonants, it has no off-glide. Phonetically speaking, this

lateral is quite “clear”, and thus is more like the French

than the English /. It is usually represented by the letter

a as in pal ^ (foot) and halmdni H (grandmother). It

is also sometimes represented by the letter i~, since the

dental nasal (w) becomes a dental lateral (O when preceding

or following another dental lateral, as in Silla (a

Korean kingdom) and ollun (quickly).

The dental semi-rolled consonant (r) never occurs except

as a medial between vowels or between a vowel and the glot-

tal fricative (h). Like the lateral (0, it is “clear”, and thus

is not similar to the usual English r but is more like the clear

French r. It is represented only by the letter a
, which

normally represents the dental (/) but is pronounced with a

semi-roll between vowels and before h. Examples are found

in mara (floor) and irhtm *4^ (name).

1 In ancient pronunciation ic was also used as an initial For example,
the Cninese chaiacter for fish was once probably pronounced ngo, tnough
now it is pronounced 6. In compounds employing this cliaracter the ng
sound is often retained in modern pronunciation. For example, .(KJ pw plus

ff}, 6 is pronounced pung d (perch) and || i plus o is pronounced in^^
(carp) In both these examples Gale’s dictionary spells the words as pro
nounced ( -f- and “J »)), and in other similar cases the standard orvmuti
spelling has been changed to fit the pronunciation.

2 The letter 4 as a syllabic initial is now used as the sign of the absen-
ce of a consonant, although at one time there was a distinction between the
two letters, one, o , representing the absence of consonant sound, the other,

4 ,
representing the ng sound.

3 See page 42.
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Fricative Consonants

The dental fricatives (s), {sh) and (ss) occur as initials

and medials only. The first two are represented by the same

letter, a. Before m Cnl), a is pronounced much like

the sound written sh in English, and, consequently, we have

Romanized it sh in this case, as in the word shwin (fifty).

Before the vowels i 1 , og -d and the labialized vowels, it has

this same tendency, but less noticeably except in non-capital

dialects, and so we have Romanized it before these and all

other vowels as a simple s. For example, sav 'tl’ (mountain)

and sinmnn (newspaper) have quite different initial

consonants although they are Romanized the same. This

consonant is usually accompanied by aspiration, but there is

no agreement among phoneticians as to its degree or signific-

ance,^ Since there is this disagreement, and since the Occi-

dental usually does not notice the aspiration, it seems best

not to add the sign of aspiration in Romanizing this con-

sonant.

The third dental fricative (ss) is known as a “forced”

s. Like the “forced” plosives its articulation is probably

accompanied by glottal closure and greater tension, which

produce somewhat stronger pressure at the point of friction

than in the case of the simple s. In accordance with the

dnmun spelling of this consonant and our Romanizations for

the “forced” plosives, we have Romanized it as ss. This

fricative is represented by the compound letter as in

ssuda (to be sour).

The glottal fricative {h) occurs only as an initial and

medial. As an initial it is pronounced with more friction in

some words than in others, but, since the difference is slight

and usually of no importance in the identification of the

word, we have not made provisions for this variation. As a

1 Haguenauer and Ogura do not note this aspiration in their transcrip-
tions, Gim Shon Gi notes that this fricative is consistently aspirated where-
ever it occurs. Pieters notices a distinct glottal aspiration when the s is a
word initial followed by the vowels a > , d d , o and ae H

.
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medial between vowels and between voiced consonants and
vowels the aspiration is generally very light and sometimes
scarcely noticeable. As noted above, this fricative (h), fol-

lowing unvoiced plosives, is sometimes assimilated with
them to produce aspirated plosives. For example the word
sokhi ^ *1 (quickly) is pronounced sok'i. However, because
this assimilation is not always complete, it is best to dis-

regard it in Romanization. The glottal fricative {h) is repre-

sented only by the letter "s and is always Romanized h.

RULES FOR THE ROMANIZATION OF THE
CONSONANT LETTERS

In the preceding two sections the Korean consonants

and their euphonic changes have been discussed from the

phonetic point of view. In this section each onmun conson-

ant letter will be considered from the point of view of its

Romanizations. The rules governing these Romanizations

are listed in the following pages, applying only when standard

spelling is used. Romanization problems inftroduced by new
spelling systems are discussed in a later section especially

devoted to them. The order of letters is the common Korean

order found in the Consonant Chart. The definitions are

from Gale’s dictionary.

Onmun

letter
Position Rules for Romanization

Rom.

Examples

Onmun Meaning

Initi 1. Always K kugyong -^’1 view
.Medial 1. G between vowels kuQvono view

(/Cj and after n m, v. kumgwang mine
n, o ng, and e t. chdn’gi ^ ^ electricity

yangguk wester n world
m.ulgdn S' y objects

2. NG before o m, u kungmin ^ the nation
n, and s L mangnae "4 ‘'H youngest child

changnan *1 ^ a trick
3. K before and after naksim aiscouragement

all other conson- kapkye sum total

ants. kakkak one by one
sokhi •^=1 quickly

Final 1. Always K (occlusive) foA: earthenware jar
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Onmun

letter
Position Rules for Romanization

Examples

Rom. Onmun Meaning

Initial 1. Not Romanized be- i M teeth
fore

1
i and yotized ydin s! a woman

(n) vowels. yetcl ok ancient times

2. N before other nul % day
vowels. riongmin -5- s! farmers

Medial 1. L when preceded or dUua •j -fe Quickly
followed by E, 1. yollak ^ connection

2. N in all other cases. Hananim God
hanmun Chinese

Final 1. Always N. snn -y- mountain

u Initial 1. CH before | i and chibang cl «} territory

(0 yotized vowels. chdn’gi <a.»l electricity

2 T before other tasot cf-ji five

vowels.

Medial 1. J before ] i and yo- chdnji ^ c) heaven and
tized vowels when earth
preceded by a vow- sujon paddy-fields

el or by p m, \_ n. kamjdno appraise-

and 6 ng. ment
tanjo monotone
Sangje eil God

2. D before other vowels mudang sorceress
when preceded by odume •diol) where ?

a vowel or by p m, samdung y-f- third class
V- M, and o m. mandu bean-jam

• bun
aengdo sj S- wild cherry

3, Ch before 1 i and yot- yokeho contract
tized vowels when pakchi ^4 ^ barren

ground
preceded by n k. hyopchong % ^ agreement

ilchdng B ^ without
doubt

•A p, Z. 1 and s. ndtehom ^ brass dish
shop

4. T before other vowels pjjdktol ^ §• brick
when preceded by tiaptong combine

k, \i p, ^ 1 and ydlto ji. temperature
s. ittaga 51 by and by

(Used in new spelling
Final

only)
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Onmun Examples
Position Rules for Romanization

lette Rom. Onmun Meaning

H, Initial 1. Not Romanized be- in’gun ^ -5- neighour

in, 1)
fore I i and yotized yoksa. eJ history

vowels. yangban ^ HI- the nobility

2, N before other vow- nakche ?{ Bil failure

els.

Medial 1. R between vowels maru •p\^ wooden floor

and before -s’ h. irhom ^ name

2. L before all other halmdni grand-
mother

consonants and mnigdn g ^1 objects

Silla ay Korean
after u n and s, L kingdom

3. N after other conso- mullihak § ej physics

nants. Chongno ^ J. Bell Street

tongnip ^ independence

nimni /•j ej ten “miles”

Final 1. Always L. pal oo

M Initial ]. Always M. mat horse

(w)
Medial 1. Always M. naniu

umsik
wood
food

Final 1. Always M. pam HJ-
night

Initial I, Always P. pal oc

ip) Medial 1. B between vowels sab'll a dish

and after p t.'imbae p tobacco

n, o ng and E, 1. chunbi §• 'll preparation

yangban the nobility

ka Ibi ^ al the ribs

2. M before n m, v simmyong /y ten persons

and E, 1. imme “J ^ mimicry
sdmni aj providence

3. P before and after all tapchang written

other consonants. reply

yakpang ?! dispensary

chdpsi 4 '‘1 Plafe

Final 1. Always P (occlusive ) pap food
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Onmun Examples

letter
Position Rules lor Romanization

Rom. Onmun Meaning

A Initial 1. SH before i1 (nl ) wi. shwipta ^ --1- apt to

(s)
2. S before others vow- san 9 mountain

els.

Medial 1, Si? when a syllabic sonshwipta to be easy
initial before t]

(nl ) Wl.

2. S when a syllabic in- mokKa pastor
itial before other naengsu ^ cold water
vowels (except aft- musik illiteracy

er z. 1) and when kyossun ^ extra sproutr
a syllabic final be-

fore ^ s and -V- ss

kassa.gi li >1 hat cover

3 A before r> m, \- n kanmo }l-2- nat covering
and E. 1. channabi 5!- >+ r*! monkey

tannyang ^ ^ 500 cash

4. T before -s h and let- ithae Si 'll two years
ters of the T and ittaga Si 4’V by and by
Ch series, and be- chdtt’onq ^ -1- the breasts

fore other plosives natcham siesta

when in a com putch’ae -^*1 fan

pound word. katpang JtS}" hat manufac
tory

yotkarak ^ jV^ candy stick

5. D when a syllabic fi- midum 5!-§- belief

nal before vowels
except before post-

positions.

6 P before d p when kippuda S! A to be happy
not in compound
words.

7. K before *) k when okkae ^ ') shoulder
not m compound
words.

Final 1. Always T (occlusive.) kat >Jt hat

6 Initial 1, Not Romanized. al egg

(ng) Medial 1. Not Romanized as- Togil 3 Germany
syllabic initial.

2. NG as syllabic final. nongmin •5-s! farmer

Final 1. Always NG. pang SJ- room
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Onmun

letter
Position Rules for Romanization

Examples

Rom. Onmun Meaning

Initial 1. Always CH. chang ^ a cabinet

{ch) Medial 1. J between vowels. tojanq seal

2 And after p m,
and 0 n().

\- n kamja
minjok
myongji

potato
country

X) Korean silk

Final

2. CH after all other

consonants, ”) fc, ri

p, H 1, and > s.

(Used only in new
spelling.)

rrtokchang meadow
apchip ^ house in front

mvlchil matter
yetchok yj ^ old times

% Initial 1. Always CH’. ch'a 7^ tea

(c/i’) Medial

Final

1. Always CH’.

(Used only in

spelling.)

new

kimch’i jtl Korean
pickle

Initial 1 Always K’. k’o 3. nose

(fc’) Medial 1. Always K’. waek’ong peanut

Final (Used only in

spelling.)

new

£
(«’)

Initial 1. Ch’ before 1 i and yo-

tized vowels.
ch’dndang ^ 'J heaven

2. T’ before other
els.

vow- t’asan
t’okki

ef-t]- calculation

rabbit

Medial 1. CH’ before I i and yo-

tized vowels.
tongch’ol copper

2. T before other
els.

vow- chot’a to be good

Final (Used only in

spelling.)

new

3 Initial 1. Always P’. p’al ^ arm

(pO Medial

Final

1. Always P’.

(Used only in

spelling.)

new

sop*an *1^ writing
board

“5“ Initial 1. Always H, hana one

ih) Medial 1. Always H. manhi
hakhoe

many
t)- i) scientific

Final (Used only in

spelling.)

new society
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Onmun

letter
Position Rules for Romanization

Examples

Rom. Onmun Meaning

A1 (Tl)

(kk)

Initial

Medial

Final

1. Always KK.
1. Always KK (except

after n /r, where
it is K.)

(Used only in new
spelling.)

kkakchi
t’okki

pakkot

shell

-15
I
rabbit

gourd flower

(^tc)

{ft)

Initial 1. Always TT (theoret-

ically tch before ]

i and yotized vow-
els, but never us-

ed.)

Hang the earth

Medial

Final

1. Always TT (except
after ^ s, where
it is T).

(Not u?ed.)

horitti

yoltne

*) 2l -®1 girdle

^ ^ yet

XB ( «H )

(PP)

Initial

Medial

Final

1. Always PP.
1. Always PP (except

after a p, where
it is P)

(Not used.)

ppuri

soeppul

^ e] root

i\ % ox horn

(ss)

Initial

Medial

Final

1. Always SS.
1. Always SS (except

after ^ s, where
it is S)

.

(Used only in new
spelling.)

s^uda
k'ongpsi
chopssal
kassagi

c). to write
-5-^1 bean seed

millet

^ >1 hat cover

XX (^)

itch)

Initial

Medial

Final

1 Always TCH,
1. Always TCH (excep'

after a s, where
it is CH).

(Not used )

tcharuda to be short

kkorntchnk suddenly

mitchak 5!^ under half

Only three consonant digraphs, si, and ot, appear in

standard spelling, and these only as syllabic finals in native

words. 1 The general rules for the Romanization of these

1 In ancient Korean, compound consonants occurred as initials. For
example ssal (grain) was formerly pronounced v^al For this reason
the names of grains often contain a pss mtdial, as in chopssal (hulled

millet) and ipssal “J ^ (hulled rice), which are compounds of psal with cho
Z. (millet) and I 2), tne surname of the last dynasty of Korean kings.
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digraphs are given below. Only HI and sB are used as word
finals. The other, 3j

, is used exclusively for verb roots and

is thus always followed by syllables indicating inflectional

endings. The e I is often silent in consonant combinations,

as shown by the rules of the following chart, and in such

cases the vowel is usually slightly prolonged.^

Onmun

letter
Position

1

Rules for Romanization
Examples

Rom. Onmun Meaning

Initial (Not used)

HI

m

Medial 1. LG between vowels.
2 L before letters of

the K series.

kalgi Pi ®1 rake
mdlkumhada to be

clean

3. NG before a m, v.

n and h. L

A. LK before -r h.

5. K before all other
consonants.

ongmaeda %,]
a) lo tie up

pulkhida 4 to dye red

kukehoktaeda
to scratch

Final 1. K (occlusive) tak W) chicken

Initial (Not used)

Medial 1. LB between vowels
2. L before letters of

the P series.

nolhi d °1 the width

yalp’anhada |E4't'4
to be thin

EH

(Ip)

3. M before o m,
n and h. 1.

4. LP before w h.

5. P before all other

consonants.

ndmnamul name of

flower

sulphum ^-1- grief

nopch’i ^ the sole

Final 1. P (occlusive)

ED

(Im)

Initial

Medial

(Not used)

1. LM between vowels.

2. L before o m.
2. M before other

consonants

olmagada Si4’l-4 to move

kumgida >1 4 to starve

Final (Not used)

1 In some dialects the pronunciation of the a, lis retained, particularly

with El. For example, tak ^ is pronounced talk.



THE MEDIAL GLOTTAL STOP (SAT SIOT) AND IRREG-

ULAR ASSIMILATION BETWEEN CONSONANTS

There are certain exceptions to the rules for the Roman-
ization of the consonants which demand special consider-

ation. The largest group of exceptions are in the Romaniza-

tions of a , 1 ,
c and as b, g, d andj. Under certain

conditions the normal assimilation, which would result in the

voicing of those consonants, does not take place, as, for

example, in the word hancha which, according to the

rules, should be havja. In such cases the voice is stopped

by glottal occlusion before the pronunciation of the plosive.

This irregularity is often found in words in which the semi-

independent character of a part of the word has prevented

the normal assimilation, or in compound words which may
have once been separated by a postposition. There are also

other factors which may produce the medial glottal stop.'

There are several ways in Korean orthography to denote

the presence of this glottal stop. This is generally accom-

plished by the use of the letter a
,
called the sai siot in this

case. Sometimes this is done by attaching the letter a to a

preceding syllable ending in a vowel, as in the spelling

twikkan (outhouse). Sometimes the glottal stop is in-

dicated by changing a plosive letter of the second syllable to

its “forced” form, as in sontung (the back of the

hand). Perhaps the most satisfactory method of indicating

its presence, at least for dictionary purposes, is that used by

the Government General dictionary, where the letter a is

inserted independently between syllables when the glottal

1 Some commonly used Chinese characters which are usually preceded
by a glottal stop in combination with other characters are ^ (character or
wordj, ^ (chapter), (symptom), |g (contract), ^ (disease) and S (law).
One cause for the presence of this glottal stop is probably phonetic. That is,

the dentals t -c and s ^ and the palatal ch 7: are preceded by a glottal stop
when following the dental It. In native Korean words the glottal stop is

commonly found after prefixes which may once have contained a final con-
sonantal element, such as fwi (rear), M (above) and hu 4- (after).
Several studies on the cause of the medial glottal stop have been made by
Korean philologists, but as yet the problem has not been fully investigated.
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stop occurs.^ Thus the word /)a?ic/ia is written tt Gale’s

dictionary makes no attempt to indicate these irregularities

in Sino-Korean words, but in native words the spelling has

generally been adapted to them.

It has been necessary to make special rules of Romaniza-

tion for these irregularities, but at the same time these rules

have been formulated with a view to keeping the system as

simple as possible. First, when the sai siot is used in the

Government-General dictionary between vowels and plosives,

or at any time before the letter a s, the plosives or a s

should be Romanized as their respective “forced” conson-

ants, that is, doubled. Second, when the sai siot occurs

between consonants and plosives, the plosives are to be

Romanized as if they were initials and the preceding conson-

ants as if they were finals. This irregular spelling is suffici-

ent to indicate the break between the two consonants caused

by the glottal stop.^

Other exceptions to the rules of Romanization occur with

the use of a as a syllabic final in the medial position. As
shown above it is often used to indicate a glottal stop, but at

other times it is used to represent s or the dental plosive t

and its phonetic variations. Of the rules governing its

Romanization (see page 39) the last three need further

explanation.

Rule 5, the Romanization of a as d. When a syllabic

final before a vowel, a is Romanized d unless the following

vowel is an inflexional ending, in which case it is Romanized

1 The use of this symbol in the Government General dictionary does

not always indicate the glottal stop, but often indicates a brief pause between

the syllables, or at times represents the various pronunciations of a syllabic

final Before plosives and s it always indicates the glottal stop, however.

Before other consonants it should be Romanized as follows; 1) after vowels,

as if it were attached to the preceding syllable, thus wdof (outer

clothing) and “t) 't yenmal (anoent sayings); 2) between consonants to be

disregarded, as in k’dllal (knife blade) and 5 kangyot (black

candy).

2 Examples of the medial glottal stop, the variant spelling of the Gov-

ernment General and Gale dictionary, the Unified System’s orthography and

our Romanization follow.
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s. This rule is invariable in the Unified System of spelling

but may have exceptions in other systems. It may be fol-

lowed as a general rule. Thus is vdot (outer clothing)

but (the same word with the nominative postposition

added) is udosi. '

Rules 6 and 7, Romanization of a as p and k before u p
and -I k respectively. These rules only apply to words

which cannot be broken up into separate independent words.

According to Rule 4. the a is Romanized t before these plo-

sives in all compound words. In non-compounds, however,

the A usually indicates a glottal stop before ti p and i k,

(which transforms them into “ forced ” plosives). Even

words formed by adding prefixes should be considered com-

pounds, but there is considerable variation in pronunciation

and it is impossible to make a hard and fast rule for the Ro-

Roiaanizations Gov. Gen. Gale Unif. Sys. Meaning

twikkan > vl ( -^) ^ outhouse

kippal ^ -y- ^ -t flag bunting

tambaettae ^ Efl t «l Pi smoking pipe

utchari e) -3: e) upper seat

issue 5l '*H space between teeth

munkan space inside gate

chinpop ^ military tactics

sontung •fc ^ - -1- back of hand

pangchang If ^ if ^UJ=(^) room curtain

hancha -A ^ tl 4 Chinese characters

sangssori low language

1 Although Gale’s dictionary may be used of a guide for the standard
pronunciation and Romanization of words containing the between vowels
in the body of the word, it cannot be used for adding postpositions. For
example, kkot ^ (flower) followed by the nominative postposition i ») is

not kkosi but kkoch’i (spelled ^°) in the Unified System).

The Government General dictionary has even greater variation in ortho-
graphy, for example 3, is the spelling for kujun’gdt v-i-5) (all sorts).
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manization of these combinations.^

Other irregularities in assimilation between consonants

occur but are not generally important. One such is the

occasional pronunciation of two medial i- as ll, when the

second is followed by a yotized vowel. An example of this

irregularity is mannyS

n

( ten thousand years) which

may be pronounced mallydn. Another case is the assimil-

ation of p by a following k, through which the labialization

of the former is lost and the two together become the

“forced” plosive kk, as in papkurut (rice bowl),

which may be pronounced pakkurut. Another example is

the change of the dental nasal w to a labial nasal m before

labial consonants, as in siwboi (shoes), sometimes sim-

bal, and in sinmun (newspaper), sometimes

There is also the common change of the nasal m and n to the

velar nasal ng before the velar plosives, as in the word kam-

(a cold), usually /v'owgiflit, and chdn’gi (electri-

city), usually chonggi. In all these cases the unassimilated

pronunciations of the consonants are quite understandable

and are usually considered more correct. Therefore, in

ordinary Romanization, problems of this sort are best ig-

nored.

THE CONSONANTS IN NEW SPELLING

AND THEIR ROMANIZATION

In new systems of orthography the spelling of the con-

sonants has been considerably revised in order to divide

clearly between word roots and inflexional endings or post-

positions. For the most part this has resulted in the shift-

ting of letters from their positions as syllabic initials to the

bottom of the preceding syllable, as in ^<^1, formerly spelled

naje (daytime), and ^*1, formerly <^^1 dpsi (without).

1 One factor which complicates this problem is that, through accidental
assimilation, the t of compounds sometimes is assimilated with the following

p or A; to produce the “forced” plosives. For example katkori }}• 7l =1 (string
to hang hat by) may be pronounced in rapid speech as kakkori 2). The
latter, however, is not considered good pronunciation and should be avoided.
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Such cases afford little difficulty in Romanization.

The use of -sr h, however, as a syllabic final, generally

serves another purpose. Before unvoiced plosives it indi-

cates that the plosives are aspirated, as in formerly i
c/ioi’a (to be good). ^ In the new spelling the letters c

(0, £ {V), ^ {ch) and % ich’), when used as syllabic finals,

should all be treated like the letter a of standard spelling,

except when they occur as medials between vowels or before

w (h). Between vowels they may be Romanized as if they

were syllabic initials rather than syllabic finals; and before

ir {h), the E {t'} and ^ ich’) are unaffected, but the c (t)

and A {ch) are assimilated, usually, with the w h and be-

come aspirates.^ Similarly the aspirate ^ (A:’) and the

“forced” plosive ti (kk) may be treated as i {k), and the

aspirate 2. (p’) as U (p).®

New spellings also use many new consonant digraphs as

syllabic finals. Below is a small chart showing those used in

the Unified System. The chart includes, 1) rules for Roman-

ization as medials before vowels, 2) as word finals, 3) the

dnmun letter which may be used as a substitute for the

digraph when the problem of determining the assimilation

before consonants comes up, and 4) examples of words in

which these digraphs are employed.

1 This spelling preserves the verb root within the syllable as well as the
independent character of the postposition. Thus the relative participle is

written #-& and the verbal connective instead ^4- and 2.SL as former-
ly. The form is pronounced (as it was formerly written) . Thus
in Romanization, a syllabic final -y should be represented as follows: h be-

fore vowels, s before s, aspiration for the unvoiced plosives, and disregarded
elsewhere.

2 Examples of these plosives are as follows

:

mitta (to believe); midum (belief); tatta (to shut)
;
tach’i-

da (to shut up); tadun (shut, adj.); pat ig- (field); pach’i
(field, nom.); pat’e ^"') (to the field); kkot ^ (flower;; kkock’i ^«)
(flower, nom.); kkonmaeji ^*>1?:) (flower fruit); nat ^ (day); naje
(in the day); natcham (day sleep).

3 Examples are: pudk (kitchen); pakke (outside); ap 5J:

(the front); ammun 3): -3- (front door).
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DIGRAPHS USED IN THE UNIFIED SYSTEM

Digraphs
Between

Vowels
Final

Onmun substitute

before consonants

Examples

Rom. 0<^mun Meaning

1A ks k 1 (fc) sak 4t hire

TI kk k 1 (^) kkakta to diminish

W Is 1 e (0 plus sai siot tol -gr anniversary

mg k 1 (*) narngi fej- ») tree

HA ps P ti (p) plus sai siot kap ^ price

a nj n u (n) plus sai siot anta to sit down

nh n (m) plus aspira-

tion

mant’a to be many

25 rh 1 H. (1) plus aspira-

tion

alt’a 1^4 to be sick

It’ t e (1) plus sai siot halta |l-^ to lick

Ip’ p ti (p) upta -^4 to chant

ss t A (f) itta Si 5^. to be



IV OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

SYLLABLES AND WORDS IN ROMANIZATION

It has been customary in Romanizing Korean to divide

words into syllables by means of hyphens. Ordinarily

hyphens are used in Chinese Romanizations and not used in

Japanese, thus providing a choice of precedents for the

Romanization of Sino-Korean words. Although the Korean

language is strongly influenced in vocabulary by the so-called

monosyllabic Chinese language, it retains its characteristics

as a polysyllabic agglutinative language. Thus in Korean, a

given syllable may vary widely in pronunciation according to

the nature of the other syllables in the word, whereas in

Chinese a syllable is little affected by its neighbors except in

tone. A simple example, the word Silla, will help to clarify

the point. In Chinese, hsirt plus lo are pronounced

Hsin-lo but in Korea, sin plus na (la) ^ are pronounced

Silla. To hyphenate this name as Sil-la would imply that it

is composed of two parts which individually are sil and la,

which is obviously misleading.

The use of the hyphen may be justified if it is either an

aid in identifying the Chinese character or a help in pronun-

ciation. The phonetic individuality of the Chinese character

is much less marked in Korean, because of euphonic changes

than in Chinese. For example, the character ^ with the

dnmun spelling ^ is pronounced and Romanized yon, nydn,

lydn and yol i depending on the preceding and following

syllables: and chong might represent the dnmun spellings

each of which denote independent groups of

Chinese characters. Obiously, then, the identity of the

character behind the Romanization is no clearer with the

hyphen than without it if euphonic changes are to be includ-

ed in the Romanization. From the standpoint of pronuncia-

tion the hyphen is generally just as unnecessary and often

1 E. g. ydnp'yo (chronological chart), simnydn (ten years)
ch’illydn (seven years) and ydllae (for years).
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actually misleading. To hyphenate Togil (Germany) as

Tog-il would lead to its mispronunciation. One may con-

clude, therefore, that the use of the hyphen to separate syl-

lables has no justification either as an aid in identifying the

Chinese character or as a help in pronunciation, and is con-

sequently best avoided.

Without doubt it would be convenient to use a hyphen to

separate letters which represent two separate sounds but

which, when occuring together, might otherwise be thought

to represent digraphs, such as oe, ae, id and ng. However,

the common practice in the case of such vowels is to indicate

a break in the pronunciation by placing the mark " over the

second vowel. The first two vowel combinations would thus

be Romanized o« and ae to distinguish them from the

digraphs oe and aed With ui no distinguishing mark is

necessary, since the digraph itself represents a diphthong.

When n and g are pronounced separately the symbol ’ may
be used to separate them. Thus Sj ^ is to be Romanized

chdi’gi (electricity) and as chdngin (lover).

In Romanizing sentences, book titles and the like, the

problem of a correct division into words is important. It is

difficult to define what is a word in any language, and the

problem is particularly complicated in Korean where divisions

have been traditionally made by syllables and by clauses.

Therefore in Romanizing groups of words a division into

units roughly comparable to those in European sentences

should be made if the Romanization is to be intelligible to

the average Occidental.

One can not lay down hard and fast rules for word divi-

sions, and much depends on the special considerations and

needs of each individual problem of Romanization. How-

1 These combinations very rarely occur except in sentences when a

noun is followed by a postposition as, for example, tta'e (in the earth)

and Chongnoe -l-J."'! (on Bell Street). In other cases also where two
independent vowels occur together in Romanization, the same sign may be

used over the second vowel if the Romanizer tears that otherwise the word
might be mispronounced. For example, wocA (prison).
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ever, a few recommendations will help bring some unformity.

The problem with native Korean is different from that of

Sino-Korean and these two types of words should therefore

be considered separately. In native Korean, as in native

Japanese, the verb, including what may be called adjectival

verbs or verbal adjectives, should be written together as a

single unit, no matter what its length or complexity. Thus,

verb stems with their auxiliary verbs and inflexional endings

are to be Romanized as single words. 1 The nouns, likewise,

should be written together with their postpositions, including

those called case endings, not separately as in Japanese, be-

cause phonetically the two are so merged that it would often

be difficult and misleading to attempt to divide them. The
few remaining native words, such as adjectives, adverbs,

and the like, may be Romanized individually as their corres-

ponding form would be in English.

In the case of Sino-Korean words, as in modern Chinese

and Sino-Japanese, there can be no clear criterion for the

separation of groups of syllables by words other than the

word-feeling of the language itself. The character combin-

ations found in dictionaries serve as good indications of this

division; but only through much experience can one master

the division of Sino-Korean words, which, after all, is

always partially a matter of individual interpretation.

Despite the above recommendations, in all Romanization

problems, except the most simple, there will be considerable

doubt as to the proper division of a phrase into words. This

problem will have to be solved in most cases by the indivi-

dual. There are many cases where there is a partial division

does not seem great enough to justify writing them as sepa-

rate words. It is for such cases that we have reserved the

use of the hyphen; but we believe that on the whole it should

be used as sparingly as possible.

1 It is possible in Romanization to divide verbs formed by Sino-Korean
nouns plus such verbs as hada -5-c). (to do) and toeda S\ t). (to become) into

their two component parts, but since many of them have become common
Korean verbs we prefer generally to Romanize them as single words.
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Euphonic changes often occur in spoken Korean between
independent words, as in many European languages. Thus
the Romanization of a sentence word by word does not

represent as clearly .as it might the pronunciation of the

sentence as a whole. Nevertheless, a division of the senten-

ce into word units seems to provide a more intelligible Rom-
anization for the use of Occidentals, than a division by
syllables or clauses.

The following sentence illustrates our suggestions for

the division of a sentence by words.

H: # $:J[) it m ^ 6^1
o] ^ ia ^ ^ -r ^

-5-
-I- “d 'LV ^ «) .5- ^

Han’gut undongun Yonsan-gun choe iruro k’un aegunul tanghaydtta.

(The Han’gul movement was placed in an extremely critical

position during the reign of the ruler Yonsan.)

THE ROMANIZATION OF PROPER
NAMES AND TITLES

Proper names like words should not be divided into syl-

lables, as has often been done in the past. For example,

the geographic term should be Romanized as Kwangju.^

Irregularities occuring in proper names such as in P’yong-

yang which is colloquially pronounced P’iyang or P’e-

yang, should usually be ignored in Romanizations intended

for scholarly use.

Personal names demand special consideration. As in

China, the great majority of surnames are monosyllables

representing a single character, while a few are two cha-

racter names. The given name, which follows the surname,

usually has two characters but sometimes only one. In both

two character surnames and two character given names the

general rules of euphonic change should be observed, and

the two syllables should be written together.

The problem of the euphonic changes between a sur-

name^and given name or title is very difficult. A man known

as Paek Paksa (Dr. Paek) might prove to have the
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full name of Paeng Nakchun because of the assimila-

tion of the final h of his surname and the initial n of his

given name. The use in Romanization of both Dr. Paek and

Paeng Nakchun for the same person would result in con-

siderable confusion. Therefore it seems best for Romaniza-

tions purposes to disregard euphonic changes between sur-

names and given names or titles, so that the above name
should be Romanized Paek Nakchun.

For ordinary social use our Romanization often may not

prove suitable for personal names. Even in scholarly work

there are also a few instances of rather well established

Romanizations for proper names which might be left un-

changed, just as the names of some of the provinces of

China still have traditional Romanizations not in accord with

the Wade-Giles system. There is, for example, Seoul, which

some may prefer to the Soul of our system. Another very

important example is the surname of the kings of the

last Korean dynasty and still a very common Korean sur-

name. Actually it is pronounced in the standard dialect and

should be Romanized I, but some may prefer to retain the

older Romanization, Fi, -because that is already the familiar

form. In any case the other Romanizations of Ri and

Li, should not be used.

THE SIMPLE USE OF THIS SYSTEM
OF ROMANIZATION

This Romanization system, with but a very few excep-

tions, may be applied by the use of two simple charts, the

Syllabic Table and the Chart of Euphonic Changes of the

Consonants which are to be found at the end of this article.

In using the Syllabic Table, the corresponding “forced”

plosive letters, at kk, pp, xc tt and t ^ tch, and the aspi-

rated forms, ^ k’, s e t’ and A ch\ may be substituted

when called for in the columns of the four unvoiced plosive

letters, k, a p, c f and a. ch. Also ^ ss may be substi-

tuted for s and sh in the a column. Special note should be
taken of the double Romanizations given in the u and a
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columns. The first in each case should be used for the first

syllable of a word and the second for all other syllables. The

Romanizations of the consonant letters as finals are included

at the bottom of each -column.

For those inexperienced in Romanizing Korean we sug-

gest the following proceedure :

1. Write the word in dnmun, transcribing it from the

Chinese characters if it is a Sino-Korean word.

Examples: Sino-Korean word, “museum”
equals Native word, “bowl”
is

2. Romanize each syllable separately according to the

Syllabic Table, adding the syllabic consonantal end-

ings as given.

Examples

:

^ equals pa plus k and is therefore

pak. This process will give pak mul
kwan and sa pal.

3. Correct the medial consonants according to the Chart

of Euphonic Changes of the Consonants and then

write the syllables together.

Examples : pak plus mul gives a medial of k plus

m. In the horizontal K column, where it

intersects the vertical M column, will be

found the correction wgm. Therefore pak

mul becomes pangmul. This process will

give the words correctly Romanized as

pangmulgwan and sahal.

This very simple process will prove adequate for almost

all Romanization problems, but occasionally there are irregu-

larities which do not come within the scope of these two

charts, and for these reference must be made to other

sections of this paper. For example, the variation in the

value of A as a syllabic final in the medial position is dis-

cussed on pages 44 to 46. The Romanization of the three

consonant digraphs, HI, hb and bd, is discussed at the end of
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the section on “Rules for the Romanization of the CwmwH
Consonant Letters.” Other irregularities are discussed in

“Irregularities in the Pronunciation of the Vowels,” “The

Medial Glottal Stop {Sai Siot) and Irregular Assimilation

between Consonants” and “The Romanization of Consonants

in New Spelling.”





SYLLABIC TABLE

Consonants 6 1 n A t- = A tr

Vowels e.«l (A. •«) 1st 2nd 1st 2nd (-M)

1- a -V ka 4 pa ta 4 cha 4 na 4 na na 4 ra ma T>V sa 4 ha 4

> ya •y kya>> pya cha H cha *y ya 4 nya ya 4 rya my a 4 sa 4 hya -4

-1
6 ^ kd M p6 <*| to H cl;6 4 no 4 no no 4 no jt,6 4 so 4 Yi H

yo «l kyo ^ pyo *J chb cl cl.o 4 JO 4 r.yb yo ryo mjO 4 $6 4 hyd 4

0 A ko A po A to A cho A no^no no S. TO mo A so ± ho A

JL yo £. kyo 2 pyo A cho A cho S. yo A nyo yo i ryo so A hyo i

T u + ku -4- pu A tu 4 chu -4 nu 4- nyu nu ryu su 4 hu ^

T yu TT kyu-Jt pyu -ft chu 4 chu -fl-
yu -7T nyu yu -ft ryu myu tt su <fr hyu ^

- 0 A ka A pu A to A chfl 2. ra A no nQ A nt n.n* Si. ^ btt ±

1
i -1 ki >1 pi <1 chi 4 chi 4 i 4 ni i 4 ri mi .1 si Al Jhi

- a t ka •» pa u la ? cha ^ na .. na na f ra ma c sa -n ha +

'1 ae *1 kae ?| pae (| tae chae >1 nae M nae nae 4 rae mae t| sae 4 hae St

H ae kae ^ pae ift tae R| chae *1 nae Ml nae nae 4 rae mae 4 sae 4 hae 41

yae kyjie 7^

e -i ke >*1 pe *1 te Ql che 4 re 4 ne ne 4 re me 41 se M\ he 4

^1 ye *4 kye pye "1 che che 4 ye 4 nye ye tt] rye m7e i se 4 hye sj

oe a} koe sj poe S] toe $1 choe 4 noe 4 noe noe 3| roe moe A sot 4 hoe ij

Qi at ki ^ pi S| ti ^ chi 4 ni 4 ni ni 4 ri mi si sV 4i hai

wi 4) kwi 4 pi 4 twi fl chwi 4 nwi 4 nwi nwi 4 Tw. mi shwi M hwi ^

n] ch’wi 4 shwi 4

4 wa 4 kwa 4 pwa Jll twa 4 chwa4 nwa 4 nwa nwa 4 rwa mwa4 swa 4 hwa U

4 waeM kW3t*| pwae*« twae 4 ;hwaeA nwaeMlnwae nwaeJdirwae mwata^ swac«) hwaebi

4 w6 41 kffo ^ p»6 4 tno 4) chw5^ n«'6 ^ n«6 nw5 4 rvkd mwb s»d 4 hwd«

4 we n kwe 4 pwe 4 twefl chwe4] nwc¥i nwe new «| fwe mwefl swe 41 hwe fl

n ch'weff

Syllabic

ng 0 k n P « [t] [t] n .
1 3 m . . * [h]





CHART OF EUPHONIC CHANGES OF THE CONSONANTS

(Syllabic finals are listed vertically and initials horizontally.)

Vow
els

CH
7-

CH’ %
TCH «

H K
T

K’ g

KK /I

M N P P’ 3.

PP ^

R S A

ss «

T T’£
TF «

Vowels

e

j

ch’

tch
h g

k’

kk
" b P'

PP i
d

kt

U

U

K(-i) kch
kch’

ktch
kh kk

kk’

kk
ngm ngn kp

kp’

kpp
ngn

ks

kss

kf

ktt

LCh) Ich
Ich’

Itch
rh Ig

Ik’

tkk
Im 11 lb

Ip'

Ipp
11

Is

Iss

If

Itt

M(o) mj
mch'

mtch
mh mg mk’

mkk
mb

mp’

mpp r. md 1

N(u) nj •
rch’

ntch
nh n’g

nk’

nkk
„„ nb

np’

npp
11 z nd

ntt

NGCo) ng ngj
ngch'

ngtch
ngh ngg

ngk’

ngkk
ngm ngn ngb

ngp’

ngpp
ngn

ngs

ngss
ngd

pi

ngt’

ngtt

Pt’

pttP(a) b pch
pch'

pich
ph pk

pk’

pkk
.n PP

PP’

PP
.n

ps

pss

T(a) d tch
tch’

tch
th kk

tk’

tkk
PP

‘P’

tpp

tf

The letters of this chart are arranged in the order of the Latin alphabet for the

convenience of users. Combinations which are italicized may be subject to excep-

tions. Irregularities are also likely to occur in all combinations in which the unvoiced

plosives, k, p, t and ch. become voiced plosives, fir, 6, d and j. These exceptions are

discussed in the section entitled "The Medial Glottal Stop (Sat Siot) and Irregular

Assimilation between Consonants."




